
19 Rogart Bend, Butler

This super spacious home is ready for one lucky buyer to
simply move in, unpack, and enjoy! Set back on huge
block in a quiet & convenient location, this bright & airy
property is waiting for a family to come in, add their
personal touch and make it theirs! With a huge pool,
extended alfresco and additional garden area, this home
offers masses of space internally & externally so don't
delay as its priced for an immediate sale! CALL NOW
for more details!

Conveniently situated amongst quality homes & friendly
neighbours in a quiet street in the ever popular 'Green'
Estate, this generously
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View: remax.com.au/property-details/R2-4028907
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proportioned 4x2 family home is within walking distance
to the beautiful Eastwall Park and only a short drive to
John Butler Primary, Alkimos Primary School, High
Schools, local shops and all the amenities. With the Butler
train station, a stones' throw away and the Mitchell
Freeway access point in close proximity, inner city
commutes and night's out in the city will be a breeze from
now on!

Standing proud on a huge 642sqm corner block in an
elevated position, this home boasts functionality and
comfort from start to finish and looks out to a stunning
outlook of mature trees to the right and lush green parks
on the horizon. Stepping into the property you will be
immediately drawn to the light and bright fresh décor
and the huge theatre room which offers the perfect place
for family movie nights or a great entertainment zone for
the kids!

Secluded at the front of the property is a king-sized
master bedroom which includes a huge 'his & hers' walk-
in robe, carpets, neutral décor and large ensuite. The
three minor bedrooms are all doubles and feature built in
robes and neutral décor. Nestled in-between the minor
bedrooms is a handy study nook which provides the
perfect place for teenagers to finish doing assignments,
study, and complete homework! There is also a powder
room & family bathroom at hand meaning the kids
essentially have their own wing of the home to enjoy.

With family comfort and convenience in mind, the large
well-appointed chef's kitchen is centrally located amongst
all the action, making it easy to prepare evening meals
and entertain guests. Equipped with 900mm stainless
steel appliances, glass splash back, double fridge recess
and a large built-in pantry, this fully functional kitchen
offers plenty of storage and
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